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BEAR MARKET INVESTING, LESSONS FROM
ELON AND THE GROWTH VS. VALUE DEBATE

The Millennial Generation – the largest generation in U.S. history – came of age
during some very unfortunate times. Consider that Millennials were:

Born during a terrible recession;

Grew up during the roaring 90s (but didn't really benefit as much as their parents
might have);

Joined the labor market right after the attacks of September 11th;

Suffered through the collapse of the housing market in 2007 and 2008;

Dealt with the deadliest disease in American history; and then saw

The ugly bear market of 2022 repeatedly claw at their retirement savings.

And while we might not yet know what the longer-term impact of these events will
truly be, it's pretty clear that Millennials are suffering more than other
generations, as COVID and the latest bear market struck at a time when many
were progressing in their careers, getting married and having children. Let's
explore a few what might be done during the latest bear market (and recession).

INVESTING DURING A BEAR MARKET
The real value of a bear market may be that it gives investors, who are
temporarily frozen within its grip, the opportunity to learn or relearn important
lessons regarding risk and diversification. For savvy investors, a bear market
also creates a period for looking beyond emotional headlines and studying the
hard facts – facts that can ultimately place them in a position to take advantage
of coming opportunities.



Periods of falling equity prices are a natural part of investing in the stock market.
Bear markets follow bull markets, and vice versa. They are considered the "ebb
and flow" of wealth accumulation.

Balance Your Anxiety with Reason
Bear markets create apprehension in the minds of many people. That's natural.
However, any feelings of anxiety should be balanced with reason for anyone
seeking financial success. Anyone dubious about the need for a stable outlook
should consider that virtually every bear market was followed by a better than
average annual rate of return from the bull market.

But just as importantly, bear markets have also at times delivered very healthy
returns while the bear was on the prowl. And trying to predict when those healthy
returns might take place is almost impossible.

Bear Market Rallies
Previous bear markets have delivered some very significant rallies. And while
they did not predict the end of the bear's reign, these rallies do provide good
reasons to remain invested.

Bear Market Bear Market Rallies Gain

# of Days
Until

Eventual
Market
Bottom

Oct '07 - Mar '09 Nov '08 - Jan '09 +24.2% -42

 Mar '08 - May '08 +12.0% -202

Mar '00 - Oct '02 Jul '02 - Aug '02 +20.7% -13

 Sep '01 - Jan '02 +21.4% 192

 Apr '01 - May '01 +19.0% 346

Nov '80 - Aug '82 Mar '82 - May '82 +11.3% 67

 Sep '81 - Nov '81 +12.0% 177

Jan '73 - Oct '74 -Feb '74 - Mar '74 +10.0% 143

 Dec '73 - Jan '74 +8.3% 190

FOCUS ON FIVE LESSONS
Instead of taking a "time out" from the market, and missing out on potential
opportunities, investors should focus on five key lessons the market has
repeatedly been trying to teach everyone during its naturally occurring economic
cycles:

1. Periods of falling prices are a common part of investing in the stock market.



2. An investment's value will be greatly influenced by fundamental factors, such as
profit and revenue growth.

3. Diversification, while it does not assure against market loss, often provides the
safest haven against the ebb and flow of changing markets.

4. Invest over time, rather than make single lump-sum purchases. (Falling stock prices
are the friends of dollar cost averaging investors.) Of course dollar cost averaging
does not guarantee a profit or protect against a loss in a declining market and it’s
important that investors continue investing through fluctuating market conditions.

5. Take a long-term view when investing in the stock market. Short-term fluctuations
are natural. (The investment price and underlying business often have little to do
with each other over the short term.)

Remember that you'll be inundated with all kinds of economic information during
both bear and bull markets. There will be reports, for example, about inflation,
interest rates, and unemployment figures that may entice you to either give up on
the stock market or invest in it to the exclusion of investments paying relatively
smaller returns. To avoid being lured to either extreme, develop a financial
strategy that accounts for risks you find comfortable. Review your investments on
a regular basis to help ensure they are still relevant to your overall financial plan,
and that you're staying on track.

Then trust yourself and stick with your plan.

LESSONS FROM ELON MUSK
Elon Musk – the world's richest person – recently announced that he was pulling
out of his agreement to buy Twitter, saying that there was a lack of information
about the number of Twitter users made up by bots. In a letter sent to Twitter,
Musk said that Twitter was "in material breach of multiple provisions" of the
original agreement. The resulting back and forth could end up in court, but many
predict it will end with a (quiet) negotiated settlement.

But the saga does remind us that even the world's richest person knows the
importance of due diligence.

Whether you're an experienced investor or just a beginner, you probably know a
little bit – maybe even a lot – about mutual funds. Afterall, they have been around
since the mid 1920s and it is estimated that about half of U.S. householders now
own at least one mutual fund. But when you buy a mutual fund, how much
research are you really doing – besides maybe looking at performance numbers?
Here are a few tips that might help with your mutual fund due diligence.

Ignore the Advertising
Don't fall for a fund just because it has a cool name that sounds like a money-
maker, you saw an ad on a cable program or your neighbor mentioned how great
it was. Do your own research.



The Prospectus
A mutual fund has to disclose its activities in its prospectus, but when was the
last time you read one? In case you didn't know, you will find a treasure trove of
information you need to make an informed decision before you buy. And
prospectuses are really easy to find online too at mutual fund firms’ websites.

Mutual Fund Fees
There are many things about mutual funds the average investor might not be
aware of – but not knowing about mutual fund fees will end up literally costing
you money. And often your fund's expenses can be higher than you think.

There are the stated expenses (disclosure is required by law and you will find
expenses clearly outlined in the prospectus), which include administrative,
management and marketing fees, as well as front- or back-end commissions.

Pay close attention to the "Annual Operating Expenses" section, especially the
two line-items that report "Management fees" and "Total Operating Expenses."
The Management Fee is how much the fund sponsor gets paid. But the Total
Operating Expenses is how much you will pay every single year.

For example, if the total operating expenses are 1.50% and you invest $100,000,
you will be paying $1,500 a year for that fund.

Look at Cash
Sure a fund manager has to hold onto a certain amount of cash for redemptions
and purchase opportunities, but you are paying to own that cash. In other words,
you may think your money is 100% invested, but it rarely is.

Portfolio Turnover
It's the measure of how often a fund buys and sells assets, and it can give you an
idea of the strategy the fund manager is following. It’s hard to say precisely what
a "good" turnover figure might be, because it really depends on the investment
style being followed

But if a mutual fund has a portfolio turnover of say 100%, that means that every
single name was bought and sold within the year. So it should give you pause.

Fund Manager Tenure
If there's a new manager every three to five years, that may a red flag. You want
someone with a track record leading your fund.

Mutual Fund Rankings and Ratings
Don't focus on Morningstar ratings or Lipper rankings or any other such lists.
These rankings and ratings do serve a purpose as they can give you a sense of
a fund's risk-adjusted returns and how well it has performed relative to others in
its category. But the system has limitations and should not be your sole decision-
making metric.

THE GROWTH VS. VALUE DEBATE
Are you a Growth investor or a Value investor? Or do you prefer a mix of the
two?

Understanding your style of investing is an important step in deciding where to
allocate your portfolio – but trying to predict which style will outperform relative to
the other is as challenging now as it has ever been. And COVID and the latest
recession has further upended the debate in ways few could have predicted.

At the beginning of 2020 – long before COVID was on anyone's radar – one
could have made a very logical argument for why Growth was poised to continue
to outpace Value, as it had done for the past few years.

But once COVID started dominating the news and the markets at the end of the
first quarter in 2020, you probably concluded that Value stocks would hold up
better than Growth, right? And your conclusion would have made a lot of sense
because Value has historically held up better during market downturns.



Did you also know that historical studies demonstrate that the Value style has
outperformed the Growth style over long-term periods? But more interesting is
that the leadership changes from one to another have usually happened near the
end of economic cycles – possibly like the one we're seeing in the summer of
2022.

The Growth Vs. Value Styles
At a very rudimentary level, the stock market can be divided into two halves:
Growth and Value halves (some like research firm Morningstar suggest three
thirds instead: Growth, Core and Value, with Core being a category that exhibits
neither overwhelming Growth nor Value characteristics). Whether a stock is
considered Growth or Value depends on a number of factors relative to other
stocks.

Morningstar uses the following components and prescribes weights to determine
whether a stock (or mutual fund) should reside within the Growth, Value or Core
Style:

Price to projected earnings

Price-to-book

Price-to-sales

Price-to-cash flow

Dividend Yield

While those metrics are of course helpful, intuitively you can probably deduce
whether a stock is considered a Growth or Value stock. While not fool-proof, the
Growth names are the ones that are the exciting ones doing exciting things,
whereas the Value names are the stodgier ones.

But – what one investor considers stodgy might be overly exciting for another
investor – so it's best to stick to fundamentals.

NEW APP SPOTLIGHT – TRANSIT
Transit is a wonderful app to help you plan the fastest public transport routes to
wherever you're going. Transit provides routes that combine public transportation
methods, including subways, buses and bike sharing and it also helps you figure
out whether you should just walk.



transitapp
Transit brings you real-time information on bus and train schedules, let's you
compare routes if you prefer one public transportation method over another and
even tells you when there is a disruption in service. And yes, it lets you call Uber
if you must.

TALK TO YOUR FINANCIAL ADVISOR
You might be tempted to think you can predict markets, pick winning stocks and
mutual funds, or allocate properly among sectors, but investors of all generations
need to understand the risks – not just be able to regurgitate a Twitter story.

Because most of the time, investors just don't have the time to perform the
proper research and stay up to date on how particular investments, industries or
sectors are performing, so that's usually best left to a professional. Furthermore –
and maybe most importantly – your investments must fit into your overall
financial plan.

Further, you don't need to become an expert on mutual funds, but you do need to
know the basics. Talk to a trusted financial professional who can help you
understand the good, the bad and the fine print.

That's exactly what Elon is doing with Twitter.

https://transitapp.com/

